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Chapter 2 Lord of the Flies 
Length: Three or more days 

Entrepreneurship Focus: Communication for effective leadership 

Materials/Resources Needed: 

Lord of the Flies Chapter 2 Study Guide, Copies of “Obama’s 2004 Speech to the DNC” 

Essential Questions:   

How does an author create mystery, tension, or surprise? What deliberate choices does 
an author make in order to develop a theme or central idea? Why are rhetorical 
strategies important in persuasion? 

Purpose:  Rhetorical sophistication is necessary for leaders.  Ralph consistently 
struggles to hold the attention of his audience.  How do good leaders use rhetoric 
effectively?  In addition, students are preparing for the Global Opportunity Recognition 
Project which will involve the use of rhetorical strategies. 

Lesson Procedure: 

Ongoing:  Continue Bell-Ringers for grammar and vocabulary. 

1) Day 1:  Play the song “Devil Went Down to Georgia” by Charlie Daniels Band There 
is an allusion to “Fire on the Mountain” in the lyrics, “‘Fire on the Mountain.’ Run, 
boys, run! The Devil's in the house of the rising sun…”  

2) Class Discussion:  Why would Charlie Daniels choose to include this allusion?  
Remember, an allusion sucks down everything associated with the original into the 
new text.  What does that say about what will happen in Lord of the Flies? 

3) Students read Chapter 2 and answer questions 1-3 in the study guide. 
4) Day 2 Analysis of Obama’s 2004 Speech to the DNC: 

a. In pairs, students will evaluate the effectiveness of a portion of Obama’s speech 
that has been edited to take out much of the rhetoric.  Do not tell them who gave 
the speech.  Just tell the students that it was part of a speech given at a 
convention to introduce candidates for nomination at the Democratic National 
Convention. 

b. Give students sentence strips with the missing sentences from the speech.  
Have students decide where they think the speaker inserted the rhetoric.  
Supply students will scissors, glue, and paper to recreate the best version of this 
speech. 

c. At the end of the period, show students the actual speech as delivered by then 
Congressman Obama at the 2004 DNC. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYAr4lhPb_s  
Ask the question.  What else made this speech effective? 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYAr4lhPb_s%20
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d. On the board create the following graphic: 
 
Diction      +           Syntax              +         Rhetoric      =Impact on Audience 
Word Choice Figurative Language    ethos                  Persuasion 
          Parallelism    pathos        
                              Repetition                      logos                              
                                                                   Concession 
                                                                   Refutation 
 
 
Have a class discussion where students discuss which devices they see in 
Obama’s speech.  For many students, this will be brand new.  For others, it is a 
review from previous years. 

 

5) Day 3:  Give students a transcript of Obama’s speech at 2004 Democratic National 
Convention.  Have students identify rhetorical devices, literary devices, ethos, 
pathos, logos, and concession/refutation.  They will then compare her speech to 
Ralph’s attempt at speaking in Chapter 2.  Then students will rewrite and deliver 
their revised version of Ralph’s speech using powerful rhetoric. Option:  Have 
students record themselves delivering the speech.   
 

6) Day 4:  Entrepreneurship Connections Discussion Groups.     
 

According to the CNBC article “Billionaire Elon Musk says these 2 novels made him 
more successful” by Marguerite Ward (May 26, 2017), Lord of the Flies is one novel 
that influenced Elon Musk.  Let’s pretend that Elon Musk hired your group to answer 
his fan mail.  +In your discussion groups, you are going to answer some “Dear Elon” 
questions that he often receives from entrepreneurs seeking his advice. 
 

 
Set up eight discussion stations.  In the middle of the table place a large sheet of 
paper with one Dear Elon Musk Letter at the top.  After students discuss the 
situation, the group will write a letter in response.  Have students rotate to 3 other 
groups.  Each time they edit or rewrite the work from previous groups.  After the final 
rotation, students write a synthesis of what they learned about entrepreneurship in 
the group discussions. 
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Dear Elon Musk,   
In one of your favorite books Lord of the Flies, Ralph seems to have a laser focus on 
one thing --- keeping the fire going.  How is that laser focus important for 
entrepreneurs in establishing their core values and their mission statement? 
 
       Sincerely, 
                                                                            Unfocused in Utah 
 
 
Dear Elon Musk, 
In Lord of the Flies, Ralph allows Jack to take responsibility for the maintaining the 
fire.  If rescue is “the most important thing,” should Ralph delegate responsibility to 
Jack?  How do you decide to whom you can delegate responsibilities in your 
business? 
       Sincerely, 
       Responsible Rosco 
 
Dear Elon Musk, 
I agree with you.  Lord of the Flies is an important novel for entrepreneurs.  In the 
classic novel, Piggy’s glasses represent technology the boys need in order to 
survive and to be rescued on the island.  What technology or supplies to does an 
entrepreneur need in order to achieve his or her company’s core values while 
producing its minimum viable product?  
       Wondering in Wisconsin 
 
 
Dear Elon Musk, 
 
In “Fire on the Mountain,” a chapter in one of your favorite books Lord of the Flies, 
the boys learn that you cannot control nature.  In fact, nature is indifferent to man.  
What things are beyond the control of entrepreneurs?    What is the best strategy to 
tackle those things beyond our control? 
     
       Sincerely, 
       Control Freak in Franklin, TN 

 


